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ABSTRACT 
The goal of this project was to develop a Geographic Information System (GIS) tool 
for searching and viewing General Land Office (GLO) surveyors' field notes using digital 
technology. The first objective was to evaluate digital systems that store, search, and view 
GLO surveyors' field notes. Although GLO survey work was performed in the majo:-ity of 
U.S. states, it was found that relatively few (2) projects have provided access to digitized 
field notes. Even fewer (1) of the projects reviewed provided a field notes database that 
allowed both searching and viewing of the field notes. 
The second objective was to design a system that is appropriate to the needs of 
potential users of GLO data. A database was developed for this research that allowed both 
searching and viewing of the digital field notes for users of ArcGIS 8.1 desktop GIS 
software. A Web-based application was also developed to allow users without access to 
desktop GIS to view and search the notes using a Web browser. 
The third objective was to demonstrate the capabilities of Internet GIS technologies 
for interaction with the GLO surveyors' field notes. The capabilities of both desktop and 
Internet GIS technologies were demonstrated for viewing and searching the digital field 
notes. The desktop GIS provided users with more functionality. The Internet GIS traded 
lower functionality for higher accessibility. Both applications were useful for providing 
digital access to the information contained in the GLO field notes. 
The fourth objective was to develop a system model for statewide application in the 
future by documenting decisions and processes. The procedures used to build a database of 
VI 
searchable, viewable, digital notes were recorded. The process of building desktop and 
Internet GIS interfaces for use with the digital notes database was also documented in this 
thesis. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
GLO Notes as a Data Resource 
The field notes of the General Land Office (GLO) surveys for Iowa are an important 
source of information relating to the historical landscape of the state (Manies 2002). These 
field notes, m<'st which were recorded from approximately 1832 to 1859, were required by 
the federal General Land Office as part of surveys that were to subdivide newly acquired 
federal lands for sale to the public (Anderson 1996). The resulting subdivisions, called the 
Public Land Survey System (PLSS), remain today as the framework of all land ownership 
{Thrower 1966, cited in Harlan 2002) in the 29 states surveyed {Thompson 1979). 
GLO surveyors' field notes contain information related to their primary purpose, 
which was to subdivide public lands into sections approximately one mile by one mile. The 
notes record distances and directions of township and section boundary lines. They also 
document the methods by which the comers of these sections were marked on the landscape 
(Dodds 1943). In this way, each section of surveyed land was both located and measured. 
These field notes also contain surveyors' observations of the landscape. Surveyors 
were encouraged (and in some cases required) to record the condition or composition of 
various landscape features for each mile surveyed. These most often included the dominant 
vegetation, land surface characteristics, hydrologic features and soil characteristics. Other 
historic cultural features were also occasionally recorded. The most frequent were locations 
of settlements, agricultural fields and roads (Stewart 1935). These observations all served to 
qualitatively describe the land that was located and quantified in the survey. 
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This nineteenth century system of locating and describing land is, at the most 
fundamental level, a Geographic Information System (GIS). Geographic information 
systems combine people, methods, data and equipment to acquire store, analyze and 
communicate spatial data (Anderson 1980, p. 51 ). The GLO surveys do this by recording 
information about each section line in the form of written notes and linking that information 
to its real-world location systematically according to the PLSS (Harlan 2002). The GIS of 
today uses coordinate systems to describe location and digital database records to store and 
link information to those locations (Lang 1998). 
Project Objectives 
GLO surveyors' field notes represent a GIS that used the manual technologies 
available at that time. This project focuses on developing a GIS containing the same 
information using digital technology available today. To do this, several objectives must 
guide the development of a GIS that accurately represents the original data and effectively 
serves the needs of potential users. The objectives of this project are as follows: 
1) Evaluate the capability of several technologies to provide a system for storing, 
searching and viewing GLO surveyors' field notes. 
2) Design a system that is appropriate to the needs of potential users of GLO data. 
3) Demonstrate the capabilities of Internet GIS technologies for displaying and 
searching GLO surveyors' field notes. 
4) Develop a system model for statewide application in the future by documenting 
decisions and processes. 
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Previous Research 
Other Iowa State University researchers have provided information that assists and 
informs this project. Development and demonstration of a hypermedia database for General 
Land Office surveyors' field notes by Jane Chen ( 1998), is an example of similar research 
using hyperlink technology and Adobe's Portable Document Format. Chen's research also 
provided digital field notes for the interior section lines of Dallas County. GIS Research to 
Digitize Maps of Iowa 1832-1859 Vegetation from General Land Office Township Plat Maps 
(Iowa Department of Natural Resources, State Preserves Advisory Board, Des Moines; and 
Department of Landscape Architecture, Iowa State University, Ames) by Paul F. Anderson 
(1996), provided a GIS database of historic vegetation descriptions contained in the GLO 
notes. Mike Miller's 1995 research and Said Musli's 1999 research both used GLO data to 
perform descriptive modeling of historic vegetation. Patrick Brown (2000) used GLO 
vegetation data to analyze the impacts of urban growth in his thesis Analysis of past and 
future urban growth impacts to habitat within Boone, Hamilton, Hardin, Marshall, Story and 
Webster counties in Iowa using FRAGSTATS and an urban growth model. Steve Morgan 
(2001) used GLO data to perform hydrologic modeling of historic runoff in his thesis 
Hydro/ogic modeling of overland flow within Little Beaver Creek watershed, Iowa. Ongoing 
research by Professor Paul Anderson and the Landscape Architecture Department at Iowa 
State University has resulted in additional digital GLO field notes for Dallas, Polk and 
Hamilton Counties as well as a website that provides maps and project information 
(Department of Landscape Architecture 2001). 
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Importance of Study 
Access to data contained in Iowa's GLO field notes is limited. The original leather-
bound field books containing the handwritten surveyors' field notes are archived at the State 
of Iowa Historical Building in Des Moines, Iowa. These books are generally not available 
for public viewing. Typescript copies of these originals were created in the 1930's by the 
Iowa Secretary of State's office as part of a Works Progress Administration (WPA) project 
(Chen 1998). These typescript notes were preserved on 26 rolls of microfilm in the 1970's 
(Miller 1995). Microfilmed copies of the typescript notes are available for viewing at the 
State Historical Building. Microfilmed copies of the notes can also be purchased from an 
archival microfilm company located in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
The development of a system that improves access to the information contained in the 
GLO notes would be beneficial to those who would otherwise not be able to use them. It 
would also improve the efficiency with which the notes could be used by providing digital 
searching, viewing and hyperlinking. 
Examples of Uses 
The Landscape Architecture Department at Iowa State University has acquired 
microfilm copies of the GLO notes for the entire state oflowa for use in departmental 
research. Occasionally, requests for information are received from the public. These 
requests come from a variety of people, including natural resource professionals, researchers 
and private landowners. All of these requests could be handled more efficiently and with 
little or no assistance of university faculty and staff if an Internet-based system allowed 
searching and viewing of GLO notes in digital form. 
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The potential for future research in many areas is enhanced by making the notes more 
accessible. In addition to previous research, many potential research topics could be 
explored. Historic vegetation data contained in the notes can be used to study natural 
patterns of succession over the period of the surveys. Vegetation data from the past can be 
compared to vegetation data from the present to determine anthropogenic effects on 
landscapes. Land surface descriptions recorded in the notes can be used to determine historic 
settlement preferences. Hydrologic descriptions provide a snapshot of the water resources of 
Iowa before significant European settlement. These descriptions can be used to determine 
the effects of certain landscape activities on stream morphology and water quality. Studies 
can compare the frequency and distribution of wetlands today to those from the notes to 
make estimates and predictions relating to water quality and flooding. The notes can serve as 
a potential baseline for wetland and stream restoration projects. Descriptions of historic 
cultural resources from the notes can be examined to determine their relationship to historic 
natural resource patterns. As with any GIS, the potential " ... application ... is limited only by 
the imagination of those who use it" (Dangermond 2002). 
Current Data Limitations 
A major limitation of the GLO field notes is their format. The typescript copies 
found on the microfilm are not digitally searchable, and accessing them is relatively time-
consuming. Someone looking for a page of notes for a particular surveyed line must first 
determine which roll of microfilm contains that page. Then, he or she must use a microfilm 
reader to scroll through the microfilm to finally view the desired page. Someone looking for 
occurrences of specific items in the notes would spend months physically searching through 
hundreds or thousands of microfilmed pages. The number of notes pages alone is enough to 
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discourage any sort of statewide or even county wide research. A typical 16 township county 
would involve more than 1,200 pages of notes. A statewide study area would involve more 
than 120,000 pages (Anderson 1996). 
A second limitation of the GLO notes is their content. The language in the notes is 
representative of the time when they were written. Unfamiliar grammar, spelling and 
abbreviations are often used. It is also important to mention that the notes record 
observations made only along a transect. Often these observations seem related to an area, 
but it is important to remember that the surveyors were able to describe only what they could 
see while surveying a line (Stewart 1935). 
A digital GIS tool would be especially helpful in alleviating the format limitations of 
the field notes. Interactive viewing and digital searching are potential functions of such a 
system. Digital GIS could do very little to change the language or intrinsic characteristics of 
the notes. It is important to understand these limitations before using such a system (Manies 
2002). 
Definitions 
ASP: (Active Server Page) A Web server technology from Microsoft that allows for the 
creation of dynamic, interactive sessions with the user. ASPs are Microsoft's 
alternative to CGI scripts and Java Server Pages (JSPs), which allow web pages to 
interact with databases and other programs (The Computer Language Company 
2002). 
GLO: The General Land Office (GLO) conducted the original land survey oflowa during 
the period 1832 to 1859. The GLO later became part of the Bureau of Land 
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Management of the US Department of Interior in 1946 (Anderson 1996, cited in Chen 
1998, p. 5). 
GIS : Geographic information systems combine people, methods, data and equipment to 
acquire, store, analyze and communicate spatial data (Anderson 1980, p. 51 ). 
HTML: (Hypertext Markup Language) A display language of the Standardized General 
Markup Language (SGML) that is used to define and describe the page layout and 
format of documents that are displayed on Web pages (Schengili-Roberts 1997, cited 
in Seeger 1997, p. 10). 
Hyperlink: Hyperlinks are software language which include hypertext links and hypermedia 
links. A hypertext link is a logical connection between one piece of information and 
another. A hypermedia link is a method of presenting information in discrete units or 
nodes, that are connected by logical links (Aronson 1994, cited in Chen 1998, p. 6). 
Plat Maps and Survey Notes: These refer to the microfilmed original maps and notes 
as well as the set of notes that were typed during a Works Progress Administration 
(WPA) project in the 1930's and 1940's (Miller 1995, p. 5). 
PLSS: The Public Land Survey System (PLSS) is a rectangular survey system that utilizes 
6-mile-square townships as its basic survey unit. The location of townships is 
controlled by baselines and meridians running parallel (north-south) to meridian and 
township tier lines running parallel (east-west) to the baseline. The PLSS was first 
established in the U.S by the Land Ordinance of 1785 (Huxhold 1991, cited in Chen 
1998, p. 5). 
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Figure 1-1. U.S. Public Land Survey System ("~eoAtJ..as 2002) 
Metadata: Essentially, this is data about data. The way that the data source is described 
will become important to the users of that source. Some examples would be the date 
when the source was collected, the original source of the data, the reason the data was 
collected in the first place, and the scale at which a map was drawn 
(Miller 1995, p. 5). 
SQL: (Structured Query Language) Pronounced "sequel," SQL was developed by IBM to 
define, modify, query and control data in a relational database (Cougias and others 
1996, cited in Seeger 1997, p. 13). 
Summary of Chapters 
The following chapters describe this project. Chapter Two reviews past and present 
examples of digital technologies that use information from the GLO surveyors' field notes. 
Chapter Three describes the methods used to develop a database and interface that allow both 
searching and viewing of digital GLO field notes. Chapter Four presents the results of 
applying these methods. Chapter Five evaluates these results and makes recommendations 
for future, related research. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
Although 29 states were surveyed by the GLO, few databases have been developed to 
provide digital access to information contained in the field notes. This chapter reviews four 
major types of past and ongoing database development projects that are most relevant to this 
research. A database, as defined in The Merriam-Webster Dictionary, is "a usually large 
collection of data organized especially for rapid search and retrieval (as by a computer)." 
Hypermedia Database 
A hypermedia database uses hyperlinks to connect related data. A hyperlink is a 
method of logically connecting discrete units of data, commonly through text or graphics. 
Hyperlinks can also incorporate audio, video, images and executables (Aronson 1994, cited 
in Chen 1998). 
A hypermedia database tool to provide digital access to the GLO notes was developed 
in the Department of Landscape Architecture at Iowa State University by Jane Jin Chen. Her 
1998 thesis, entitled Design and demonstration of a digital research tool for General Land 
Office surveyors' field notes using Geographic Information System and hyper/ink technology, 
stated as its goal: "to design and demonstrate a digital research tool for Iowa GLO field 
notes" (Chen 1998, p. 3). Chen achieved this goal through three main tasks - digitizing 
notes, designing a database and user interface, and designing a data access system (Chen 
1998, p. 26). 
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Chen compared two different methods for converting WP A typescript notes into 
digital, searchable text. Half of the interior section lines of Dallas County, Iowa, were 
digitized using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology. The other half was 
manually typed using word processing software. Chen compared these two methods for 
initial accuracy and speed. She showed the initial accuracy of manual typing to be superior, 
but the total hours needed to produce a finished copy through manual typing were greater 
(Chen 1998, pp. 69, 78). 
Chen's database design included the searchable text that was produced with the two 
digitizing methods. It also included scans of the typescript notes from which they were 
produced to allow users to compare. Township plat maps and GLO historic vegetation maps 
were also incorporated. Metadata information was included in the database to provide an 
overview, credits and instructions for the use of the database. Finally, an index was created 
to allow the notes to be searched for content (Chen 1998, p. 51). 
The items included in the database were integrated through the use of a graphical user 
interface. This interface utilized hyperlink technology to allow users to display notes or 
maps by positioning the cursor over image hot-spots or hyper-text and clicking with the 
mouse. This interface allowed notes to be viewed by location through the clicking of the 
associated section line on a township plat map (Chen 1998, p. 51). 
In order to use the interface and access the data, a database access system was 
necessary. Chen used Adobe's Acrobat Reader as the data access system. The use of this 
software was advantageous because of its widespread use and availability. The Adobe 
Acrobat web plugin allowed the database to be used via the Internet. The Adobe software 
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also provided a search function to allow searching of the notes based on the index that was 
created (Chen 1998, p. 59). 
Chen allowed potential users to evaluate her system to make suggestions for future 
improvements. Based on their comments and her own research, Chen put forth several 
recommendations. The following are selected recommendations from her thesis, which serve 
as guidance to this project. 
• "Include non-vegetation features (such as streams, roads, mills and cabins) from 
township plat maps in hyperlinked database (for example, PDF files) and GIS databases 
(for example, ArcView shape files)" (Chen 1998, p. 88). 
• "Develop methods for integrating the hyperlinked database with GIS database. For 
example, display the results of Search Query on GIS maps. Also implement the 
hyperlinked database using GIS software (such as Arc View 3.0) instead of Adobe 
Acrobat or HTML" (Chen 1998, p. 88). 
GIS Attribute Database 
Many digital GIS databases contain both graphical and tabular information. The 
graphical data are points, lines and polygons that represent real-world features or data points. 
The tabular data are dynamically linked to the graphical data and describe the attributes of 
the features that the graphics represent. Tabular attribute databases can include extensi".e 
data that allows users to query and classify spatial features (Lang 1998). 
The Geographic Resources Center in the Department of Geography at the University 
of Missouri is working on a project that is creating a digital attribute database of information 
found in GLO surveyors' field notes. The goals of this project are to "develop a simply-
formatted, easily-accessible computer database of the GLO surveyor field notes (1815-1819) 
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of the original rectangular land survey that cover Missouri ' s portion of Lewis and Clark's 
route (1804-1806) on the Missouri River and, reconstruct the landscape and course of the old 
Missouri River and produce graphic products that will depict the land much the same as was 
experienced by the Lewis and Clark Expedition members" (Harlan 2002, p. 1 ). This 
database is being completed as part of the celebration of the Centennial of the Lewis and 
Clark Expedition (Harlan 2002). 
Researchers have separated the project into three procedures. They are data entry, 
data organization, and data visualization and representation (Harlan 2002). 
The data entry procedure associated with this project has been developed over time, 
and has become standardized. Student interns use Arc Macro Language programs (AMLs) to 
enter data from the notes into a geographic database. The AMLs prompt the students for 
specific information from the notes which they search for manually using microfilmed WP A 
typescript notes and microfilm readers. Information selected for inclusion in the database 
was determined by an interagency oversight committee and is considered to be 
comprehensive (Harlan 2002). 
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Figure 2-1. AML interface for entering general information (Harlan 2002, p. 1) 
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Figure 2-2. AML interface for entering GLO water features (Harlan 2002, p. 1) 
The GLO data in the Lewis and Clark Historic Landscape Project is organized 
differently than the GLO data in Chen's project. Data in the Lewis and Clark Historic 
Landscape Project are extracted from the notes to be added as tabular attributes to a database 
that contains spatial features (geo-referenced points and arcs). These spatial features are 
created by the AMLs during the data entry process based on GLO data and an existing 
statewide PLSS coverage (Harlan 2002). 
Representation and visualization of the resulting data are achieved using ARC/INFO 
GIS software. Various analyses are performed on the point and arc features to convert them 
to 50-meter resolution grids that are representative of the spatial distribution of the various 
features that were noted by the GLO surveyors. These rasterized datasets are then used to 
produce informative maps of the landscape as experienced by the GLO surveyors (and Lewis 
and Clark in the same time period) (Harlan 2002). 
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in the Lower Missouri Ozarks 
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Figure 2-3. Historic vegetation analysis map using Missouri GLO data 
(Harlan 2000, p. 1) 
Image Database 
Consistent with the definition of a database as a large collection of data (Merriam-
Webster 2002), an image database is a collection of raster images organized for rapid 
retrieval using some digital system. Hyperlinking was previously described as a digital 
system to logically connect images, among other things (Aronson 1994, cited in Chen 1998). 
The State of Florida has created a website that allows users to view the contents of an 
image database of GLO notes and maps for the entire state. The website is administered by 
the Bureau of Survey and Mapping, Division of State Lands within the Florida Department 
of Environmental Protection, through a contract with the Florida Resources and 
Environmental Analysis Center at Florida State University. The site includes information 
relating to many aspects ofland surveying, including National Geodetic Survey benchmark 
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information, digital tJSGS quadrangle maps, digital aerial photography, digital elevation 
models, and GLO notes and maps (Florida Resources and Environmental Analysis Center 
2002). 
GLO maps and notes for the State of Florida are provided in a digital raster format. 
Links to the notes and maps can be accessed by selecting a known township and range from 
pull-down menus. Scanned copies of the original manuscript notes (see Figure 2-5) can be 
viewed one page at a time by clicking the hyperlinks (Florida Resources and Environmental 
Analysis Center 2002). 
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Figure 2-4. Instructions for viewing Florida GLO notes and plats (Florida Resources and 
Environmental Analysis Center 2002) 
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Figure 2-5. Example of notes from the Florida Land Boundary Information System (Florida 
Resources and Environmental Analysis Center 2002) 
Historic Vegetation Databases 
Additional examples exist of more focused database development being done with 
GLO surveyors' field notes. These examples concentrate on extracting specific information 
from the notes to build a spatial database that is focused on one topic. The most common 
topic is historic vegetation. 
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!SU GLO Project 
During the 1990' s, research by Paul F. Anderson with the Department of Landscape 
Architecture at Iowa State University resulted in digitized historic vegetation maps for all 99 
counties in Iowa. The project used GLO township plat maps as the main source for the types 
and locations of vegetation observed by the GLO surveyors. The notes were used to annotate 
additional vegetation information that was missing in the plat maps. Vegetation polygons 
were created using a digitizing process, and vegetation types based on the original vegetation 
classifications were added to the polygons as attributes. The database, which was produced 
for the State Preserves Advisory Board and The Iowa Department of Natural Resources, is of 
particular use to land managers and researchers (Anderson 1996). 
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(Department of Landscape Architecture 2001) 
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Wisconsin GLO Vegetation Project 
A second example of a focused GLO database development project was provided by 
Theodore A. Sickley, David J. Mladenoff, and Volker C. Radeloffwith the Department of 
Forest Ecology and Management at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and Kristine L. 
Maines with the United States Geological Survey. This research produced a tabular database 
of biological and ecological information from the GLO survey notes. The study produced 
data about 185,000 survey points, 450,000 individual trees, and 23,000 ecological boundaries 
(Sickley et al. 2002, p. 1 ). Ecologists, foresters, planners, and land managers can use this 
database to study the pre-European landscape and the changes that have taken place since the 
time of the GLO surveys (Sickley et al. 2002). 
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Figure 2-7. Map of species of first witness tree from Wisconsin GLO data 
(Sickley et al. 2002, p. 1) 
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Conclusion 
Few projects have provided digital access to information contained in the field notes. 
Fewer still have resulted in a tool that allows digital field notes to be searched and viewed 
interactively. Some of these projects have incorporated the functionality that digital GIS can 
provide. 
The Lewis and Clark Historic Landscape Project uses digital GIS in its GLO database 
development, but it does not provide digital searching and viewing of complete notes pages. 
The Florida Land Boundary Information System allows Internet accessibility to both notes 
and maps from Florida's GLO surveys, but the contents of the notes are not digitally 
searchable. Chen provided users the ability to view and search full text versions of the GLO 
field notes, but her work did not fully utilize digital GIS or Internet technologies. The 
benefits of using GIS technology to analyze and visualize data from the GLO notes have 
been demonstrated by the development of several historic vegetation databases. Work in the 
state oflowa is unique because it is the only state with notes in a digital text format. The 
capability of GLO databases in other states to provide searching and viewing functions has 
been limited by the lack ofGLO surveyors' field notes in digital text format. 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS 
Introduction 
The preceding review of related database development projects provided a basis for 
designing a database that incorporates the most desirable and beneficial qualities of GLO 
field notes. E '"St, every word from the field notes must be available for both searching and 
viewing. Second, data format and organization should allow database interaction within a 
digital GIS. Third, a GLO field notes database should be able to take advantage of the 
improved access made possible by the Internet. This chapter documents the procedures used 
to work toward achieving these qualities for the data and interfaces developed in this project. 
Dallas County, Iowa, was selected as the study area for this project for several 
reasons. The 1,088 notes pages for the interior township subdivision lines for this county 
were previously digitized as part of Jane Chen's 1998 thesis project. I typed the remaining 
267 notes pages for the township boundary lines as part of my work as an undergraduate 
research assistant in 2000. Dallas County is the only county in Iowa with both interior 
subdivisions and township boundary lines in digital form. 
The digital GLO field notes for Dallas County are in Microsoft Word Document 
(.DOC) file format. The field notes for the interior township subdivision surveys are in 
sixteen separate files - one for each township. Because the interior township subdivision 
surveys were bound by the previously established township boundaries, each file contains the 
survey notes related to the subdivision of a single township. Because most counties in Iowa 
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Figure 3-1. Example of original digital GLO field notes 
~ I '' ' 
were not organized at the time of the GLO surveys, the township boundary line surveys 
covered parts of one or more counties. The field notes for the Dallas County township 
boundaries were consequently saved in twenty-three separate files. Eleven of these files 
contain notes relating to surveyed lines. Each file contains the contents of a single survey for 
lines in Dallas County. Eleven other files contain the survey affidavits - one for each 
township boundary line survey that included part of Dallas County. One township boundary 
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survey that passed through Dallas County contained a title page. This page was saved as an 
individual file. 
Dallas County PLSS 
Legend 
-- Township Boundary 
----- SubdMsion Boundary 
Figure 3-2. Dallas County township boundary lines and township subdivision lines 
Data Development 
To design a system model that met the functionality needs of its potential users, a data 
scheme conducive to that functionality had to be developed. This scheme included data 
content, data organization and data format. 
Creating Searchable Notes 
A GLO field notes database that was digitally searchable had to organize the field 
notes for efficient search operation. Digital field notes already existed for the study area, but 
they were not organized in a way that allowed them to be searched digitally in a GIS 
environment. This was remedied by adding the notes to a tabular attribute table within a 
Microsoft Access database (.MDB) that also contained the feature geometry for the Dallas 
County PLSS. 
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The Access database file was created from an ARC/INFO coverage of Dallas 
County's PLSS that was acquired from the Iowa Department of Natural Resources' Natural 
Resource Geographic Information Server. The PLSS coverage was converted to the Personal 
Geodatabase format using ESRI's Import to Geodatabase utility in Arc Toolbox Version 8.1. 
ESRI's Personal Geodatabase format uses the same format as Microsoft Access 2000. This 
allowed data viewing and editing using either ESRI ArcGIS or Microsoft Access. 
To allow logical searching, each surveyed line had to be represented by only one 
graphical line and one tabular record. This was the case for all but 25 of the 1,201 surveyed 
lines in the Dallas County PLSS coverage. The correction lines that run east to west between 
Townships 78 and 79 North were often represented by two lines and two records. This issue 
was addressed by deleting one of the two lines representing a portion of a single surveyed 
line and modifying the remaining line to depict the entire surveyed line. This operation was 
performed using feature editing tools in Arc Map. 
The digital notes for Dallas County were digitized to appear as similar to the WP A 
typescript notes as possible (Chen 1998). This meant that paragraph marks, tabs, spaces and 
other special characters were used to make the digital notes appear like the originals. This 
presented a problem, because the goal was to be able to digitally search the notes for both 
phrases and single words. A single word would not be expected to be interrupted by a tab, 
space character or paragraph mark. Phrases, on the other hand, often span multiple lines in 
the notes. Tabs, paragraph marks and consecutive space characters were interspersed 
throughout phrases in the digital notes. This meant that a search for the phrase "beaver dam" 
would not return a positive result for a page of notes where the surveyor did, in fact, note a 
beaver dam but did so with "beaver" and "dam" on separate lines of the notes. 
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This issue was addressed by reformatting the text contained in the existing digital 
notes before the text was added to the database. Using Microsoft Word, the appearance of 
the text was reformatted to have all words in each page separated by only one space 
character. After replacing special characters (described in preceding section), the find and 
replace function was used to replace each paragraph mark with a space. This procedure 
resulted in all of the text for each page on a single line. All tab characters were then replaced 
with space characters. Then, all consecutive space characters were replaced with single 
space characters. The resulting file was saved in plain text (. TXT) format. 
A field was created in the database to allow the reformatted text to be added to its 
single, corresponding record in the database. Microsoft Access allowed the creation and 
population of a field with a Memo format. A Memo formatted field permitted the storage of 
long strings of text (up to 64,000 characters per record) as are contained in the GLO field 
notes. Unlike fields with a Memo format, database fields with a text format are limited to 
256 characters per record (Microsoft Corporation 2000). 
The addition and population of a Memo field is not allowed in Arc Map, and MS 
Access allows only tabular data to be viewed. To add the notes text to the correct database 
records without the ability to view the graphical features in MS Access, a series of fields had 
to be created using Arc Map to index the spatial location of features and their corresponding 
digital notes in a tabular form. Four text fields were created to serve this purpose. For 
township subdivision lines, township and range fields were created and populated with the 
township and range numbers of the surveyed lines, respectively. For township boundary 
lines, a book field was created and populated with the number of the survey book in which 
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the notes for each surveyed line were recorded. The township, range and book fields were 
used to record 
the general location of the line and the location of the digital file containing the 
corresponding notes page(s). A page field was created to record the specific page number of 
the notes within the file. This field was populated by reading the description of location 
provided on each page of notes, selecting the line in Arc Map and entering the number of the 
notes page into the page field for the selected record. For lines with multiple pages of 
corresponding notes, the number of the first page of notes was entered into the page field. 
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Figure 3-3. Example of digital notes with paragraph marks, tabs and spaces shown 
Subdiuision of Township 78 North Range 26 West of 5th 
principal Meridian Iowa By Thomas Baker Deputy Surueyor 
Commenced July 16th 1849 Completed July 25th 1849 } 
226 Town 78 R. 26 W. 5. Mer. Iowa Chains Beginning at Corner i 
to secs 30 & 31 retraced West side of section 31 running south I 
Uar 10° East 39.75 Intersected 13 links West of quarter section 
corner 79.60 Intersected 40 links West of Township Corner-
Thence retraced south side of section 36 running West Uar 10° 
East s 83°5' West 39.85 Intersected 4 links North of quarter 
Section corner 79.78 Intet>ected 9 links North of Corner to 
Sections 35 & 36. 
227 Township 78 N Range 26 W 5 M Chs North between sections 35 
& 36 Uar 10°17' East 40.00 set qr sec post in mound Pit 8 links 
East 59.00 Enter prairie bottom bears East 78 00 Set post 
Witness corner on Right bank of Racoon (Raccoon] Riuer to Secs 
25.26.35. & 36 Bearing(Cottonwood 10 N 5 E. 66 links 
(Cottonwood 12 N 711/2 W 142 " surface upland broken bottom 
leuel- soil 2d rate July 16th 1849 
Figure 3-4. Notes file reformatted for searching (word wrap on) 
The notes text was copied from a text editor and pasted into 1,201 records in the 
Access database. This was accomplished by copying a page (or pages) of the reformatted 
text files displayed in Microsoft Notepad and pasting them into the corresponding record in 
the memo field created in Microsoft Access. 
Creating Viewable Notes 
The original digital notes for Dallas County required fewer modifications to allow 
viewing than they did to allow searching. The notes were originally digitized in Microsoft 
Word format (.DOC). Because .DOC was a proprietary software format, it was possible that 
not all users would be able access it. A more universal format for the notes was the text with 
layout (.ANS) format. Text with layout format can be viewed in most text editors, and as the 
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name states, this format retained layout, which was especially important when viewing GLO 
field notes. 
Errors were encountered in converting certain characters in .DOC format to .ANS 
format (these errors also occurred for .DOC to .TXT). Some types of degree symbols and 
some types of double quotes in the .doc files would convert to other characters in the .ANS 
files. The most common were "0 " to ")", "0 " to ' ' and""" to "D". Before any file format 
conversions could be performed, it was necessary to remedy tliis by using Microsoft Word's 
find and replace function to replace the types of characters that caused errors with a different 
type of the same character that did not cause errors. 
To allow the viewing of digital GLO field notes in a GIS environment, it was 
necessary to split the large files that contained several pages of notes into smaller files -- each 
containing the notes for only a single surveyed line. Splitting these files was completed 
using the master document tools in Microsoft Word's outline view. After replacing special 
characters, the Word format documents were split into subdocuments (one per surveyed line) 
and saved in both .DOC and .ANS formats. Word automatically names the subdocuments 
based on the first word encountered in the text. Most often, the first word encountered was 
the page number. Names of notes files that were not named based on a page number were 
changed to the number of the page (or first page) they contained. The notes files were 
grouped in a directory structure by tier and range (for township subdivisions) or survey book 
(for township boundaries). 
Hyperlinking is used in a digital GIS to allow non-spatial data (like GLO field notes 
files) to be associated with spatial features (like PLSS lines). Hyperlinking was facilitated by 
adding path names for the individual notes files to their matching records in the database. 
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Because the notes files were named by their page numbers, the existing field in the database 
that contained the page numbers could be modified to contain these path names. The Field 
Calculator tool in Arc Map was used to concatenate fields and text strings to create the path 
names. A page record for an interior township was modified by typing the following 
command in the Field Calculator: Page= [Township]+ [Range]+ "\ans\"+ [Page]+ ".ans". This 
command changed the contents of the page field from "225" to "t78nr26w\ans\225.ans", for 
example. 
Adding Additional Data 
To make the database more informative, some additional database fields were added 
and populated. A surveyor field was added with the name of the deputy surveyor for each 
record. A field for survey year was also added to contain the year the survey was completed. 
This information was acquired from a table in Paul Anderson's 1996 project report. It was 
added to the database in Arc Map using the Select by Attributes function and the Field 
Calculator. 
Checking Data Consistency 
The data set was checked for consistency. Page numbers in the page field were 
checked against page numbers found in the adjacent notes field to insure that the searchable 
text was associated with the correct surveyed lines. Hyperlink paths were also individually 
tested using Arc Map to insure that the viewable notes files were associated with the correct 
surveyed lines. Notes were also checked logically by reading the files for surveyed lines and 
comparing to PLSS line length and orientation. 
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An interface was needed to that would allow both searching and viewing of the digital 
GLO field notes database in a GIS environment. The interface also had to be useable on the 
Internet. 
ArcGIS Desktop 
Some initial testing of an interface for interacting with the GLO field notes database 
was performed using ESRI's ArcGIS Desktop .software. Because the database was converted 
to an .MDB format using ArcGIS software before any notes were added, the database was 
compatible with the software. This allowed direct interaction with the data through query 
and hyperlink. 
The notes field in the database could be searched using the Select by Attribute 
command in Arc Map. This command uses Structured Query Language (SQL) to search 
fields contained in attribute databases. The notes field was searched using the following 
SQL statements: [GLO_Notes] LIKE '*[search string]*' and 
[GLO_Notes] LIKE'* [search string]*'. 
Figure 3-6. Select by Attributes dialog 
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Table-based hyperlinking was also tested in Arc Map. A field containing the path 
names for the viewable GLO field notes files w~s specified for the Dallas County PLSS 
layer. The hyperlink tool was then used to view the notes files by clicking on the 
corresponding PLSS lines. 
Arc/MS 
Additional interface development was performed using ESRI's ArcIMS software. 
This software allows GIS data to be viewed over the Internet. The testing was performed at 
the Iowa State University GIS facility using ArcIMS version 3.1. 
The .MDB format is not readable using the core functionality of ArcIMS. The 
ArcIMS software is able to read only GIS vector data in ESRI's shapefile (.SHP) format. For 
this reason the searchable database had to be converted to a shapefile format. This was 
performed using the Export to Shapefile utility in ArcToolbox. The shapefile format does 
not allow Memo formatted fields, so the notes field had to be removed before conversion 
could take place. 
To facilitate hyperlinking in ArcIMS, additional pathname information had to be 
appended to the beginning of the page field. The additional pathname information, which 
was specific to the server being used, was added to the field using the Field Calculator in 
Arc View 3.2. This operation changed records that looked like "t78nr26w\ans\227.ans" to 
"http://madagascar.gis.iastate.edu/glo/GLONotes/t78nr26w\ans\227.ans." To change the 
back slashes(\) to forward slashes(/) the table was exported from Arc View to a delimited 
text file, and the forward slashes were replaced by backslashes in a text editor. The modified 
delimited text was then added to the shapefile through a table join and a field calculation. 
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This process resulted in a change in the name of the field containing the path names from 
"Page" to "Link." 
An ArcIMS map service was created using ArcIMS Author. The map service type 
was set to image map service. The standard HTML viewer was selected for the map service. 
The PLSS shapefile containing the full hyperlink paths was added to the map service. A 
shapefile representing the historic vegetation of Dallas County was also added to the map. 
The layers added to the map were renamed, classified and displayed with appropriate 
symbols. 
An ArcIMS web site was created using ArcIMS Designer. The name and location of 
the webpages associated with the ArcIMS HTML viewer was specified. Using an HTML 
editor, the default ArcIMS logo in the top left comer of the viewer was replaced with the ISU 
GLO Project logo. Tools could be added or removed from the interface by modifying a Java 
Script file named ArcIMSparamjs. 
Hyperlinking was enabled within the ArcIMS map service by modifying variables 
within ArcIMSparamjs (see Appendix B). The "useHypeLinkAny" variable was set to 
"true." To tell the software where the pathnames of the viewable note files were located, the 
"hyperLinkLayers[O]" variable was set to the name of the PLSS layer in the map service 
("Dallas Co. PLSS") and the "hyperLinkFields[O]" variable was set to the name of the field 
containing the pathnames ("LINK") (note - the "hyperLinkFields" variable must be specified 
using all uppercase characters). The directory structure containing the viewable notes was 
added to the appropriate directory on the server. 
Because the notes field had to be removed from the database to allow it to be used in 
ArcIMS, an alternative method of searching the notes had to be found. ArcIMS allows 
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custom Active Server Pages (ASP) to be used to access external databases through an Open 
Database Connection (ODBC). This method was developed to allow searching of the notes 
field in a database that was not directly readable in ArcIMS. The GIS facility at ISU was 
unable to support this functionality due to a lack of servers that support both ASP and 
ArcIMS. The ASP functionality was tested on temporary server that was not connected to 
the Internet. 
ArcIMS provides an ASP sample for querying external databases. This sample is 
called Parcels. The Parcels sample allows users to search an external database for owners 
and addresses of property parcels that are displayed on a map through ArcIMS. The Parcels 
sample was modified to fit the search and display needs of the digital GLO field notes 
database. The default Parcels data was replaced with the GLO data by modifying the 
ArcIMSparamjs (see Appendix B) file. Variables within a Java Script file named 
aimsDBparamjs (see Appendix C) were modified to define the name of the table in which 
the notes were located and the names of the unique ID fields in both the external database 
and the ArcIMS shapefile. Variables within the dbParams.asp file (see Appendix D) were 
modified to define the location of the external database, the name ofthe·external database 
table to be searched, the name of the field within the table to be searched and which fields 
would be returned if a positive result was found. 
Further development was performed on a third Web server to build an interface that 
combined the functionality of the ASP application and the hyperlinking application. An 
ArcIMS map service was created that contained the Dallas County PLSS lines and the Dallas 
County Historic Vegetation. An ODBC connection to the searchable notes database was 
established on the server. Variables within the ArcIMSparam.js (see Appendix B.) were 
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modified to replace the default Parcels data with GLO shapefile data. Variables within the 
aimsDBparamjs (see Appendix C) and dbParams.asp (see Appendix D) files were modified 
to establish a connection between the GLO shapefile and the searchable database. To 
facilitate searching the menu_asp.htm file (see appendix E) was modified to be· a search form 
for the GLO notes database. The SQL statement in the owner _process.asp (see Appendix F) 
was changed from" "SELECT" & dbCandidateFieldList & "FROM" & db Table & "WHERE" & 
dbOwnerField & "LIKE'" & theName & "%'ORDER BY" & dbOwnerOrderByString" to"" "SELECT 
" & dbCandidateFieldList & " FROM " & db Table & "WHERE " & dbOwnerField & " LIKE '%" & 
theName & "%'ORDER BY" & dbOwnerOrderByString". The viewable notes were added to the 
Website's directory. Hyperlinking was enabled by modifying additional variables in the 
ArcIMSparamjs file. A hyperlinking tool was added to the interface by modifying the 
tools_asp.htm file (see Appendix G). A help file (see Appendix H) was also created for use 
in the application. 
Summary 
The goal of the preceding methods was to develop a tool for searching and viewing 
digital GLO surveyors' field notes. First, a database was created that contained viewable and 
searchable versions of the notes. Second, interfaces were built and tested for both desktop 




The results of the data and interface development described in the previous chapter 
are discussed here. The goal of this project was to design a GIS tool for searching and 
viewing full text versions of the digital GLO field notes for use on the Internet. 
Data 
Data development was an important part of this project. The content, organization 
and format of the data influenced its compatibility with the GIS application interfaces that 
were tested and developed. Well organized, consistent data also allows future users to more 
easily make modifications for the development of alternative uses. 
The database developed for this project was complete in its content. The database 
record for each of the 1,201 surveyed lines represented in the Dallas County PLSS coverage 
contained a fully searchable text version of the notes page(s) for each line. Each database 
record also contained either township and range numbers or a survey book number. Each 
database record contained a surveyor name, survey year and hyperlink path to a viewable 
version of the notes for each surveyed line (see Appendix A). Viewable notes pages were 
available for each surveyed line as well. The .MDB database file was 16,560 KB in size. 
The data structure containing the viewable notes was 858 KB in size. 
The organization of the data developed for this project was appropriate for its use. 
The township subdivision notes were already logically organized by township, range and 
page number. Township boundary notes were also previously organized by survey book 
number and page number. The directory structure developed for the viewable, digital field 
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notes simply followed the organization already present in the manuscript originals. This 
allows future database developers to add notes files and directories for additional counties 
using the same model. The record and field structure for the searchable notes matches 
graphical representations of surveyed lines with their corresponding field notes text. This 
allows future users to perform logical searching and selections. 
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Figure 4-1. Viewable digital GLO field notes directory structure 
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The SQL queries developed to search the notes records were effective. The "LIKE" 
operator and the wildcards (*) in the statement allowed positive results to be returned for all 
records that contained the search string rather than only for those that equaled the search 
string. The [GLO_Notes] LIKE '*[search string]*' statement returned all forms of a word or 
portion of a word entered. For example, [GLO_Notes] LIKE '*road*' returned positive results 
for notes records that contained the words "road", "roads" or "broad" (see Figure 4-2). The 
search [GLO_Notes] LIKE'* road*' (with spaces on both sides of "road") would return positive 
results for notes records that contained the word "road" only (see figure 4-3). 
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Figure 4-2. Graphical results for search: [GLO_Notes] LIKE '*road*' 
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Figure 4-3. Graphical results for search: [GLO_Notes] LIKE'* road*' 
The format of the data developed for this project was useful in the applications tested 
and appropriate for its content. Unlike plain text files {.TXT), which omitted important tabs 
and character spacing, the .ANS formatted files retained alignment and positioning of text. 
The .ANS format was viewable in text editors as well as Web browsers. The Personal 
Geodatabase format (.MDB) was compatible with ESRI's ArcGIS Desktop software. The 
.MDB file format could be viewed, edited (partially) and written using ArcGIS. The .MDB 
format was not compatible with ESRI's ArcIMS Internet software. This file format could not 
be viewed, edited or written using ArcIMS. The .MDB file format was capable of containing 
searchable content of the GLO field notes pages in its Memo formatted field. 
Township 78 H Range 26 w 5 H 
' Chs Horth between sections 35 
r. 36 
Uar 10°17' East 
110.UU set qr sec post in NIUnd 
Pit 8 links East 
59.00 Enter prairie botton bears 
East 
78 OU Set post Witness corner on 
Right bank of Racoon [Raccoon] Riuer 
to Secs 25.26.35. r. 36 
: Bearing(Cottonwood 10 H 5 E. 66 links 
· (Cottonwood 12 H 711! W 1112 " 
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July 16th 18119 
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Township 78 H Range 26 w 5 H 
Horth between sections 35 
r. 36 
Uar 1 D°17' East 
set qr sec post in •ound 
Pit 8 links East 
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soil 2d rate 
July 16th 18119 
Figure 4-4. Comparison of .ANS (left) and .TXT (right) formats 
Interfaces 
The ArcGIS interface was useful for searching and viewing the digital GLO field 
notes database. The most important aspect of this software relating to this project was its 
compatibility with the .MDB file format. Although the software was not able to create and 
populate Memo formatted fields, it was able to display and search the contents of the Memo 
field after it was created and populated in MS Access. ArcGIS provided a complete set of 
visualization tools for the data. It also allowed hyperlinking to the viewable digital field 
notes. This software provided access to the information in the database only to those with 
access to ArcGIS 8.x. Users of other desktop GIS software, and users without access to 
desktop GIS are unable to access this database in a GIS environment. The non-spatial data 
can be accessed using Microsoft Access 2000 and a text editor. 
- Subdivision Boundary; 
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July 16th 1849 
Figure 4-5. Example ofhyperlinking in ArcGIS 
The ArcIMS interface allowed interaction with the data over the Internet. The testing 
of the hyperlink capability within the ArcIMS software resulted in an interactive GIS 
application that was available on the Internet. The application allowed viewing of the PLSS 
shapefile for Dallas County and viewing of the digital field notes for the lines. This was 
done by selecting the hyperlink tool from the toolbar and clicking on a PLSS line. The 
digital field notes were displayed in a new browser window. The Zoom, Pan and Measure 
functions could be used to examine lines more closely. 
41 
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Figure 4-6. ArcIMS HTML viewer (hyperlink application) 
243 
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Figure 4-7. Example ofhyperlinking in ArcIMS 
.z. 
42 
Figure 4-8. Example of Zoom and Pan functions in ArcIMS 
The search function was initially only partially implemented due to temporary 
availability of the test server. The initial testing of the searching capability resulted in an 
application that was able to query the searchable digital field notes and return a tabular list of 
positive results. The ASP application was unable to properly link with the graphical data to 
provide interactive mapping of query results. The original server that was used to test the 
ASP application did not allow it to be made available on the Internet. Use of the initial ASP 
application was possible only using the server itself. 
Further development of the ASP application resulted in a Web-based application that 
provided both searching and viewing capability. This application allowed users to search the 
digital notes database for words or phrases using the SQL statement " "SELECT" & 
43 
dbCandidateFieldlist & "FROM" & db Table & "WHERE" & dbOwnerField & "LIKE'%" & theName 
& "%'ORDER BY" & dbOwnerOrderByString". A tabular list ofresults was displayed for each 
search string. Users could click on a single result to highlight the corresponding line on the 
map and zoom to it. The hyperlinking function allowed users to click on a line to view the 
notes page(s) for that line in a browser window. Users could click on a line with the Identify 
tool to display the townline book (for township boundaries), tier and range (for township 
subdivisions), surveyor name and survey year. The help file provided tips for searching, 
descriptions of the ArcIMS tools and general suggestions. 
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Figure 4-9. ArcIMS application for searching and viewing 
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Figure 4-10. ArcIMS application with search results displayed 
Summary 
A database containing searchable and viewable field notes was developed in this 
project. The searchable portion of the database contained 1,201 tabular records and was 
16,560 KB in size. The viewable portion of the database contained 1,275 notes files and was 
858 KB in size. A desktop GIS interface was tested that allowed interactive searching and 
viewing of the digital field notes database. An Internet GIS interface was tested that also 
allowed interactive searching and viewing of the digital field notes files. 
45 
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The goal of this project was to develop a GIS tool for searching and viewing GLO 
surveyors' field notes using digital technology. Each objective stated in the first chapter of 
this thesis was ?ddressed in this project. 
The first objective of this project was to evaluate digital systems that store, search 
and view GLO surveyors 'field notes. Several past and present projects using GLO data were 
reviewed, including work in Florida, Missouri, Iowa and Wisconsin. Although GLO survey 
work was performed in the majority of U.S. states, only two projects were found that 
provided access to a digital database of field notes. Only one of the projects reviewed 
provided a field notes database that allowed both searching and viewing of the text contained 
in the digital notes. 
The second objective was to design a system that is appropriate to the needs of 
potential users of GLO data. A database that allowed both searching and viewing of the 
digital field notes was developed for users of ArcGIS 8.1 desktop GIS software. This 
database could be made available for distribution on the Internet to potential users. Potential 
users of the database would not necessarily have access to desktop GIS software, however. 
For this reason, a Web-based application was developed to allow those users to view and 
search the digital notes database using a Web browser. 
The third objective was to demonstrate the capabilities of Internet GIS technologies 
for interaction with the GLO surveyors 'field notes. The capabilities of both desktop and 
46 
Internet GIS technologies were demonstrated for viewing and searching the digital field 
notes. As is common, the desktop GIS provided users with more functionality. The Internet 
GIS traded lower functionality for higher accessibility. Both applications were useful for 
providing digital access to the information contained in the GLO field notes. 
The fourth objective was to develop a system model for statewide application in the 
future by documenting decisions and processes. The processes and decisions involved in 
developing the database and interfaces for this project were documented in this thesis. This 
allows future developers in this state and others to modify and expand its coverage and 
functionality based upon the availability of digital notes and advances in GIS technology. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are based on the knowledge and experience gained 
from this project. 
1) Test future versions of ArcIMS for data compatibility. 
2) Explore the possibility of bookmarking for hyperlinks to notes pages to avoid 
splitting notes files and allow users to browse complete surveys. 
3) Explore the capability of MS Access to reformat the digital notes for searching. 
4) Add general descriptions of townships to a searchable GIS database containing 
the township polygon geometry. 
5) Continue digitizing GLO township subdivision notes for the remaining 96 
counties in Iowa. 
6) Continue digitizing GLO township boundary notes for the remaining 98 counties 
in Iowa. 
7) Evaluate the usefulness of Object Linking and Embedding for adding digital notes 
files to a spatial database. 
8) Develop metadata for this GLO field notes database. 
47 
9) Explore methods of automatically extracting specific data from the digital notes 
database into unique data fields. 
10) Adapt this system model to other similar data sets. Similar data sets would 
include geographic data in a long text format. An example of this type of data 
set would be descriptive field observations of watershed characteristics that 
exceed 256 characters. 
11) Explore the potential of a national program for digitizing GLO surveyors' field 
notes. 
Overall, this project successfully demonstrated the adaptation of manual GIS 
technology to digital GIS technology. As the development of technology marches on, new 
adaptations will be possible. These will result in increased use of the valuable information 
contained in the GLO surveyor's field notes. 
48 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX B. ARCIMSP ARAM.JS 
87 
II ArcIMSparam.js 
II Generic Map Browser 
II javascript file with parameters specific to calling page 
//************************************************************************ 
*** 
//* parameters File for HTML Template * 
//************************************************************************ 
*** 
II get machine name 
var hostName = document.location.host; 
II make URL for getting mapservice catalog 
var catURL = "http://" + hostName + 
"/servlet/com.esri.esrimap.Esrimap?ServiceName=catalog"; 
II make prefix for URL 
var serverURL = "http://" + hostName + 
11 /servlet/com.esri.esrimap.Esrimap?ServiceName="; 
//Do not edit the following line 
//DESIGNERSETSPARAMETERS 
//Do not edit the above line 
var imsURL = serverURL + "GLO"; 
var imsOVURL = serverURL + "GLO"; 
II url for Custom QueryService if not ImageService{imsURL) ... otherwise 
empty quotes 
var imsQueryURL = 
var imsGeocodeURL 
"". I 
- "". - I 
var mapBackColor = "255,255,255"; 
var ovBoxColor = "255,0,0"; 




//initial map extent 
var startLeft = 391344.874973007; 
var startRight = 436132.031234993; 
var startTop = 4637150.9999868; 
var startBottom = 4592777.0000132; 
//maximum map extent 
var limitLeft = 391344.874973007; 
var limitRight = 436132.031234993; 
var limitTop = 4637150.9999868; 
var limitBottom = 4592777.0000132; 






























// useHyperLink takes priority - both cannot be true 
if (useHyperLink) useHyperLinkAny=false; 
// useidentify takes priority - both cannot be true 
if (useidentify) useidentifyAll=false; 
/************************************** 
* Basic Map parameters 
**************************************/ 
//variables for map pixel offset from upper left corner of frame 
II horizontal offset 
var hspc = O; 
II vertical offset 
var vspc = O; 
//panning factor for arrow buttons 
var panFactor = 85/100; 
//zoom factors for v.3 
var zoomFactor = 2 
II margin factor for zooming in on selected lines and polygons - based on 
feature width and height. . margin will be selectMargin * width or 
height 
var selectMargin = 25/100; 
//margin margin factor for zooming in on selected points -
extent. . margin will be selectPointMargin * fullWidth or 
based on full 
fullHeight 
var selectPointMargin = 25/1000 
II show the scale factor 
var showScalePercent=true; 
II display coords in status line 
var showXYs=true; 
89 
//Have ArcXML responses URL encoded? Will not work with 2-byte characters 
var doURLencode = false; 
//variables for MapDrawing 
//North Arrow 
var drawNorthArrow true; 
var NorthArrowType = 11 6 11 ; 
var NorthArrowSize = "20"; 
var NorthArrowCoords = "35,38"; 
var NorthArrowAngle = "0"; 
II Scale Bar 
var drawScaleBar = true; 
II MapUnits=DEGREES,FEET,METERS 
var MapUnits = "METERS"; 
II can MapUnits be changed by user? 
var setMapUnits=true; 
II ScaleBarUnits=KILOMETERS,METERS,MILES,FEET 
var ScaleBarUnits = "MILES"; 
var ScaleBarBackground = "TRUE"; 
var ScaleBarBackColor = "0,0,0"; 
var ScaleBarFontColor = "255,255,255"; 
var ScaleBarColor = "192,192,192"; 
var ScaleBarFont = "Arial"; 
var ScaleBarStyle = "Bold"; 
var ScaleBarRound = "1"; 
var ScaleBarSize = "14"; 
var ScaleBarWidth = "7"; 
var ScaleBarPrecision = 2; 
var numDecimals = ScaleBarPrecision; 
II Copyright blurb 
var drawCopyright = true; 
var CopyrightFont = "Arial"; 
var CopyrightStyle = "Bold"; 
var CopyrightSize = 11 8 11 ; 
var CopyrightCoords = "4,4"; 
var CopyrightColor = "0,0,0"; 
var CopyrightBackground = "False"; 
var CopyrightBGColor = "255,255,255"; 
var CopyrightGlow = "True"; 
var CopyrightGlowColor = "255,255,255"; 
var CopyrightText = "Iowa State University GLO Project"; 
II Mode on Map 
var drawModeOnMap = false; 
var modeRefreshMap = false; 
var modeMapColor = "255,255,255"; 
var modeMapGlow = "128,0,255"; 
var ovimageVar; 
var ovBorderWidth = 2; 
var ovExtentBoxSize = 2; 
90 
II map image background transparent? - requires gif or png8 types 
var mapTransparent=false; 
II setup test for Nav 4.0 
var isIE = false; 
var isNav = (navigator.appName.indexOf("Netscape")>=O); 
var isNav4 = false; 
var isIE4 = false; 
var isSup = false; 
llalert(navigator.appVersion); 
if (isNav) { 
if (parseFloat(navigator.appVersion)<S) 
isNav4=true; 
llalert("Netscape 4.x or older"); 
else { 





if (navigator.appVersion.indexOf("MSIE 5")>0) 
isIE4 = false; 
isSup = true; 
I I alert ( "IES") ; 
I************************************** 
* Extended Map parameters 
**************************************I 
II variables for ovmap offset 
var ovHspc 0; 
var ovVspc = O; 
II color for Main Map zoombox in html hex RGB format 
var zoomBoxColor = "#ffOOOO"; 
II index of initial active layer. 
top layer used 
var ActiveLayerindex=l; 
. if more than or equal to layer count 
II variables for using individual components 
var useTextFrame=true; 
II use external window for dialogs 
var useExternalWindow=false; 






// LayerList visible at service load 
var showTOC=true; 
91 
II set layer visibility according to LayerList or by custom programming 
var toggleVisible = true; 
II set layer visibility of OVMap according to LayerList or by custom 
programming 
// imsURL must equal imsOVMap - depends on one LayerList 
var toggleOVVisible = false; 
//will the LayerList show all layers, not just those available at current 
scale 
var listAllLayers = false; 
/! toggle the check of non-listing of layers in LayerList and Legend 
II if true, noListLayer array must have an element defined for each layer 
var hideLayersFromList=false; 
// layers that will be listed in the LayerList or Legend 
II Note: This does not affect map display 
var noListLayer = new Array(); 
II noListLayer[O] false; 
II noListLayer[l] false; 
II noListLayer[2] false; 
II noListLayer[3] true; //this one will not be listed 
II noListLayer[4] false; 
II Mode on floating layer 
var drawFloatingMode = false; 
var modeLayerOn = false; 
var modeLayerColor = "Black"; 
var modeLayerShadowColor = "White"; 
var modeLayerFont "Arial"; 
var modeLayerSize = "4"; 
II does the overview map a layer on top of map? ... 
var ovMapisLayer=true; 






* Interactive Map parameters 
**************************************/ 
II Click points - Measure/Shape Select/Shape Buffer 
var clickMarkerColor="255,0,0"; 




* Identify/Select/Query/Buffer parameters 
**************************************/ 
II search tolerance in pixels around click 
var pixe1Tolerance=2; 
II color of selected features in decimal RGB format 
var selectColor="255,255,0" 
II color of highlighted feature in decimal RGB format 
var highlightColor="255,0,0" 
II level of transparency of selected and highlighted color 
var transparentLevel = "0.5"; 
II zoom to selected feature if only one is returned? 
var zoomToSingleSelect = true' 
// fields to be returned in identify/selection/query request ... 
#ALL#=all fields 
var selectFields= "#ALL#"; 
//var selectFields= "#ID# #SHAPE#"; 
II swap out the list of returned fields? 
//If true, a list must be defined in selFieldList[n] for each layer to 
update selectFields 
var swapSelectFields=false; 
// array for each layer's returned fields if swapSelectFields=true 
var selFieldList = new Array(); 
// sample set for world - if not #ALL#, id and shape fields required. 
Separate with a space 
selFieldList[O]="NAME COUNTRY POPULATION #ID# #SHAPE#"; 




selFieldList[5]="NAME CONTINENT #ID# #SHAPE#"; 
selFieldList[6]="#ALL#"; 
II Hide the ID field display? The ID Field must be included in field list, 
but we don't have to show it. 
var hideIDFieldData = false; 
II Hide the shape field display? The Shape Field must be included in field 
list, but we don't have to show it. 
var hideShapeFieldData = false; 
II use the field alias in the data display? 
//If true, a list must be defined in fieldAliasList[n] for each layer 
defining aliases for those fields needing them 
var useFieldAlias=false; 
//array for aliases for each layer's returned fields if 
useFieldAlias=true 
var fieldAliasList = new Array(); 
II sample set for world - fieldname:alias pairs separated by a bar (I> ... 









II parameters for setting 
var hyperLinkLayers new 
var hyperLinkFields new 
for hyperlink 
up hyperlinks in data 
Array(); II layers to 
Array(); II field in 
display 
have hyperlink 
those layers to be used 
var hyperLinkPrefix 
field value to make 
var hyperLinkSuff ix 







= new Array(); 
hyperlink url 
II prefix (if any) to place before 
II suffix (if any) to place after 






II will the returned data be displayed in text frame? 
var showSelectedData=true; 
II will the returned features be drawn? 
var showSelectedFeatures=true; 
II maximum number of features returned from query 
var maxFeaturesReturned=25; 
II for ID All - List all visible layers in response - default is false 
II if false only visible layers with idenitified features written to 
table 
II if true the names of all visible layers will be diplayed even if 
no features returned 
var listAllLayersinIDAll = false; 
II number of data samples retrieved for query form 
var numberDataSamples = 50; 
I************************************** 
* Legend parameters - aimsLegend.js 
**************************************I 






* Options parameters - aimsOptions.js 
**************************************I 




* ClassRender parameters - aimsClassRe~der.js 
**************************************I 
II parameters for custom class rendering ... overrides default renderer 
var ClassRenderLayer =new Array(); II layers to have custom renderers 
var ClassRenderString =new Array(); II initial custom renderer XML string 
for the layers 
ClassRenderLayer[O] = "Cities"; 
ClassRenderString[O] = ""; 
I* 
ClassRenderString[O] ='<VALUEMAPRENDERER lookupfield="population">\n<RANGE 
LOWER="O" UPPER="1000000">\n<SIMPLEMARKERSYMBOL color="255,0,255" 
type="circle" size="4" l>\n<IRANGE>'; 
ClassRenderString[O] = ClassRenderString[O] + '<RANGE LOWER="1000000" 
UPPER="2500000">\n<SIMPLEMARKERSYMBOL color="255,0,255" type="circle" 
size="6" l>\n<IRANGE>'; 
ClassRenderString[O] = ClassRenderString[O] + '<RANGE LOWER="2500000" 
UPPER="5000000">\n<SIMPLEMARKERSYMBOL color="255,0,255" type="circle" 
size="9" l>\n<IRANGE>'; 
ClassRenderString[O] = ClassRenderString[O] + '<RANGE LOWER="5000000" 
UPPER="lOOOOOOO">\n<SIMPLEMARKERSYMBOL color="255,0,255" type="circle" 
size="12" l>\n<IRANGE>'; 
ClassRenderString[O] = ClassRenderString[O] + '<RANGE LOWER="lOOOOOOO" 
UPPER="30000000">\n<SIMPLEMARKERSYMBOL color="255,0,255" type="circle" 
size="16" l>\n<IRANGE>\n<IVALUEMAPRENDERER>'; 
*I 
var numStatDecimals = 4; 
I************************************** 
* Geocode parameters - aimsGeocode.js 
**************************************I 
II maximum geocode candidates returned - default= 5 
var maxGeocodeCandidates=lO; 
II minimal acceptable geocode score for candidate 
var minGeocodeScore=25; 
var geocodePointColor = "255,0,0"; 
var geocodePointSize = "15"; 
var geocodeLabelSize = "12"; 
II custom functions needed for Reverse Geocoding 
var useReverseGeocode = false; 
II the starting point. . it all starts here on loading 
function checkParams() 
appDir = getPath(document.location.pathname); 
II global for overview map. change if not on same frame as Map 
ovimageVar = document.ovimage; 
debugOn = O; 
formTitle = parent.PostFrame.document.title; 




useTextFrame = false; 
useExternalWindow=true; 
if ( ! hasLayer ( "measureBox") ) useMeasure=false; 
if ((!useMeasure) && (!drawScaleBar)) useSetUnits=false; 
if (ovimageVar==null) hasOVMap = false; 
if (parent.TOCFrame==null) hasTOC = false; 
if (parent.ModeFrame==null) useModeFrame = false; 
if (! isNav) { 
if (hasLayer("theTop")) document.all.theTop.style.cursor 
"crosshair"; 
if (hasOVMap) ovimageVar.style.cursor = "hand"; 
if (hasOVMap) 
II size of ov map image 
i2Width = parseint(ovimageVar.width); 
i2Height = parseint(ovimageVar.height); 
forceNewOVMap = false; 
II position of ov map 
llovMapLeft = iWidth - (i2Width + 6); 
llovMapTop = 2; 




II if starting extents zero'd then flag to get start from mapservice 
if ((startLeft!=O) && (startRight!=O)) getStartingExtent=false; 
II if limit extents zero'd then flag to get max from mapservice 
if ((limitLeft!=O) && (limitRight!=O)) { 
getLimitExtent=false; 
enforceFullExtent=true; 
if (ovBoxColor=="") ovBoxColor = "255,0,0"; 
llovBoxColor = convertHexToDec(ovBoxColor); 
checkCoords(); 
if (aimsNavigationPresent) { 
II Set up event capture for mouse movement 





Event.MOUSEMOVE I Event.MOUSEUP); 
} 
document.onmousemove = getMouse; 
lldocument.onmousedown = chkMouseDown; 
document.onmousedown = mapTool; 
document.onmouseup = chkMouseUp; 













if (!aimsBufferPresent) { 
useBuffer=false; 
} 










































if {{aimsXMLPresent) && {aimsMapPresent)) { 




} else { 
alert{"Unable to load one of the following Javascript 
Libraries:\naimsCommon.js\naimsXML.js\naimsMap.js"); 
} 





APPENDIX C. AIMSDBPARAM.JS 
99 
II extended db javascript parameters for ArcIMS HTML Viewer 
II requires aimsDB.js and all modules defined for Query 
II global variables 
var aimsDBparamPresent = true; 
II Field in layer to match db 
var mapIDField = "PLSS2S_ID2" 
II Field in db to match layer 
var dbIDField = "PLSS25 ID" 
var dbIDFieldisText = false; 
II List of fields to be returned in response 
var dbFieldList = "PLSS25_ID,TOWNSHIP,RANGE"; 
II List of descriptions matching the fields in dbFieldList 
var dbFieldListDescript = "ID,Township,Range"; 
II the table(s), as in SELECT apn,add2 from MyTable. 
dbTableList="MyTable"; 
var dbTableList = "Plss25_Arc"; 
var addIDQuotes = false; 
var highlightidentify=true; 
// The next two lines (following these comments) are for 
initializing the variables 
II These are set in MapFrame.htm for appropriate implementation 
// Set variable dbType in default.htm - VB, CF, or ASP 
var dbSQLurl = "http://aardvark/servlet/com.esri.esrimap.Esrimap"; 
var dbAccessType="VB"; 
II VB using WebLink 
II the next few lines are ignored by ASP and ColdFusion 
implementations 
II use dbParams.asp or dbParams.vb 
var dbNumField = "address"; 
var dbStreetField = "street"; 
var dbOwnerField = "owner"; 
var dbDisplayField = "add2"; 
var dbNumFieldisText = false; 
var dbIDFieldList = "apn,add2"; 
var dbIDFieldListDescript = "Parcel ID,Address"; 
var dbAddressFieldList = "apn,add2"; 
var dbAddressFieldListDescript = "Parcel ID,Address"; 
var dbAddressFieldOrder = "order by add2,apn"; 
var dbOwnerFieldList = "apn,owner,add2"; 
var dbOwnerFieldListDescript = "Parcel ID,Owner,Address"; 
var dbOwnerFieldOrder = "order by owner,apn"; 
var dbSQLservice = "SQLsend"; 
var dbDatabase = "c:\\Program 
Files\\ESRI\\ArcIMS3.l\\Samples\\Viewers\\Data\\downtown\\downtown.mdb"; 
//Backslash is escape character ... double so it gets read 
var dbConnectString = "Access"; 
var dbStyle = l; 
II end VB section 
II ColdFusion 
II comment out the next two lines if not using ColdFusion 
100 
//var dbSQLurl = getPath(document.location.pathname) + 
"arcims_process.cfm"; 
//var dbAccessType="ColdFusion"; 
II additional parameters must be.set in dbParams.cfm 
II end ColdFusion section 
II ASP 
II comment out the next two lines if not using ASP 
//var dbSQLurl = appDir + "arcims_process.asp"; 
//var dbAccessType="ASP"; 
// additional parameters must be set in dbParams.asp 
II end ASP section 
101 
APPENDIX D. DBPARAMS.ASP 
102 
<% 
'Global variables for ASP data access 
dbSource = "PLSS GLO" 
dbTable = "PLSS25 ARC" 
dbIDField = "PLSS25 ID" 
. usually parcel# 
dbNumField = "PLSS25 ID" 
Field 
dbStreetField = "PLSS25 ID" 
dbOwnerField = "GLO NOTES" 
Field 
dbDisplayField = "PLSS25_ID" 
Field. . . usually complete address 
dbIDOrderByString = "PLSS2S_ID" 
' ODBC System DSN 
' Table(s) used 
' ID Field. 
' House Number 
' Street Name Field 
1 Owner Name 
' Display 
' Return values from 
ID query are sorted by these fields 
dbAddressOrderByString = "PLSS25_ID" 
query are sorted by these fields 
dbOwnerOrderByString = "TOWNSHIP" 
are sorted by these fields 
' Return values from Address 
' Return values from Owner query 
layerLinkField = "PLSS25 ID" Field in db used to match up with layer 
' List of fields to be returned in results ... lists are common delimited 
strings containing field names 
' "*" is not used and will cause an error ... define the fields to 
be used in SELECT <fields> FROM ... 
Fields returned in Candidate list 
dbCandidateFieldList = "PLSS25_ID,LOCATION" 
Descriptions displayed in Candidate list ... each matches a field 
in dbCandidateFields 
dbCandidateFieldDescriptList = "ID,Page Location" 
Fields returned from chosen candidate or directly from identify 
dbResultFieldList = 
"PLSS25_ID,TOWNLINE_BOOK,TOWNSHIP,RANGE,PAGE,SURVEYOR,SURVEY_YEAR" 
Descripteion displayed for fields in dbResultFields 
dbResultFieldDescriptList = "ID,Townline 
Book,Township,Range,Page,Surveyor,Year Surveyed" 
' List of fields used as hyperlinks ... Field value returned used 
as URL 
'If the parameter does not match any returned field no hyperlink is 
written 
'Note: If same as layerLinkField, layerLink is used ... if there 
are none to be used, use "null" 
dbHyperLinkFieldList "null" 
' Arrays holding field names created from the above lists, used to display 
results 
Array holding Field names defined in dbCandidateFieldList 
dbCandidateFields = Split(dbCandidateFieldList,",") 
Array holding Field names defined in dbCandidateFieldDescriptList 
dbCandidateFieldDescript = Split(dbCandidateFieldDescriptList,",") 
Array holding Field names defined in dbResultFieldList 
103 
dbResultFields = Split(dbResultFieldList, 11 , 11 ) 
Array holding Field names defined in dbResultFieldDescriptList 
dbResultFieldDescript = Split(dbResultFieldDescriptList, 11 , 11 ) 
Array holding Field names defined in dbHyperLinkFieldList 
dbHyperLinkFields = Split(dbHyperLinkFieldList, 11 , 11 ) 
%> 
104 
APPENDIX E. MENU ASP.HTM 
105 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Search String Input Form</title> 
</head> 
<P> 
<BODY BGCOLOR="#DDE2E7" LEFTMARGIN=S TOPMARGIN=lS TEXT="Black" 
LINK="Black" VLINK="Black" ALINK="Black"> 
<font face="Arial" SIZE="-1"> 
<div align="center"> 




SEARCH GLO FIELD NOTES</strong><br> 
<p> 
<input type="text" name="owner" size="24" value=""><br> 
<br> 
<input type="submit" value="Submit" name="submit"><br> 
</div> 
<font face="Arial" SIZE="-2"> 
<b>Enter a word or phrase to search for. A list of results will be 








APPENDIX F. OWNER PROCESS.ASP 
107 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Search String Input Form</title> 
</head> 
<BODY BGCOLOR="#DDE2E7" LEFTMARGIN=S TOPMARGIN=lS TEXT="Black" 
LINK="Black" VLINK="Black" ALINK="Black"> 
<font face="Arial" SIZE="-1"> 
<form name="TextForm" action="owner_process.asp" method="GET"> 
<strong> 
Please enter the following information</strong><br> 
Owner: <input type="text" name="owner" size="24" value="Smith"><br> 
<input type="submit" value="Submit" name="submit"><br> 
<b>Note: </b>Enter the owner name (or the first few letters). A list 
of potential 
matches will be displayed. 
<P> 
<img src="images/find_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 
alt="Search Menu" name="address" 
onmousedown="document.location='menu cf.htm'" 
onmouseover="window.status='Search Menu'" BORDER=O ALIGN="MIDDLE"> 




APPENDIX G. TOOLS ASP.HTM 
109 





<BODY BGCOLOR="#008080" LEFTMARGIN=l TOPMARGIN=S TEXT="White" . 
LINK="White" VLINK="White" ALINK="White"> 
<DIV ALIGN="center"> 
<FONT FACE="Arial,sans-serif" SIZE="-1"> 
<img src="images/find_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 
alt="Search Menu" name="address" 
onmousedown="parent.QueryFrame.location='menu_asp.htm'" 
onmouseover="window.status='Search Menu'" BORDER=O> 
&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<img src="images/hotlink_l.gif" width=20 height=20 hspace=O vspace=O 




<img src="images/identify_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 




<img src="images/zoomin_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 




<img src="images/zoomout_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 




<img src="images/fullextent_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 




<img src="images/zoomlast_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 




<img src="images/pan_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O border=O 
alt="Pan" name="pan" onmousedown="parent.MapFrame.clickFunction('pan');" 
onmouseover="window.status='Pan'"> 
&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<img src="images/overview_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 
borde:t=O alt="Overview Map" name="refmap" 
onmousedown="parent.MapFrame.toggleOVMap() ;" 
onmouseover="window.status='Toggle Overview Map'"> 
&nbsp;&nbsp; 
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<!-- <img src="images/address.gif" width=32 height=16 hspace=O vspace=O 
alt="Search by Address" name="address" 
onmousedown="parent.TextFrame.location='address.cfm'" 
onmouseover="window.status='Search by Address'" BORDER=O> 
&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<img src="images/owner.gif" width=32 height=16 hspace=O vspace=O border=O 
alt="Search by Owner" name="owner" 
onmousedown="parent.TextFrame.location='owner.cfm'" 
onmouseover="window.status='Search by Owner'"> 
&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<img src="images/apn.gif" width=32 height=16 hspace=O vspace=O border=O 
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<BODY BGCOLOR="#DDE2E7" LEFTMARGIN=l TOPMARGIN=S TEXT="Black" 
LINK="White" VLINK="White" ALINK="White"> 
<DIV ALIGN="left"> 
<FONT FACE="Arial,sans-serif" SIZE="-2"> 
SEARCHING TIPS: 
<hr> &nbsp; >Searches may be performed for words 
<hr> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; or phrases. 
<hr> &nbsp; >Do not use boolean searches (AND, 
<hr> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; OR, NOT, etc.) unless these words are 
<hr> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; i.>tended to be part of the searched text. 
<hr> &nbsp; >Use of wildcards (%) is permitted. 
<hr> &nbsp; >Single word searches return all 
<hr> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; forms of search words by default. 
<hr> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; To limit results to a single form 
<hr> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; of a search word, place a space before 
<hr> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; and after it. 
<hr> 
<hr> TOOLS: 
<hr><img src="images/find_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O> 
&nbsp;&nbsp; Redisplays search form 
<br><img src="images/hotlink_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 
border=O> &nbsp;&nbsp; Displays GLO notes for PLSS lines 
<hr><img src="images/identify_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 
border=O> &nbsp;&nbsp; Displays information about PLSS lines 
<br><img src="images/zoomin_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 
border=O> &nbsp;&nbsp; Zooms in 
<br><img src="images/zoomout_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 
border=O> &nbsp;&nbsp; Zooms out 
<hr><img src="images/fullextent_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O 
vspace=O border=O> &nbsp;&nbsp; Zooms to full extent 
<hr><img src="images/zoomlast_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 
border=O> &nbsp;&nbsp; Zooms to previous extent 
<hr><img src="images/pan_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 
border=O> &nbsp;&nbsp; Pans 
<hr><img src="images/overview_l.gif" width=24 height=24 hspace=O vspace=O 
border=O> &nbsp;&nbsp; Toggles overview map 
<hr> 
<hr> GENERAL: 
<hr> &nbsp; >DO NOT use the REFRESH button on your 
<hr> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; browser while using this site. If you are 
<hr> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; recieving errors try restarting your 
browser. 
<hr> &nbsp; >This site is best viewed using IES+. 
<!-- <img src="images/address.gif" width=32 height=16 hspace=O vspace=O 
alt="Search by Address" name="address" 
onmousedown="parent.TextFrame.location='address.cfm'" 
onmouseover="window.status='Search by Address'" BORDER=O> 
&nbsp;&nbsp; 
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<img src="images/owner.gif" width=32 height=16 hspace=O vspace=O border=O 
alt="Search by Owner" name="owner" 
onmousedown="parent.TextFrame.location='owner.cfm'" 
onmouseover="window.status='Search by Owner'"> 
&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<img src="images/apn.gif" width=32 height=16 hspace=O vspace=O border=O 
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